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ABSTRACT 

With the advancement of technologies, complexity in IC design has led to different Routing problems. And 

hence by using multiple patterning methodologies and techniques, it could not help much in reducing timing 

closure issues and electro migration problem at Sign-off Stage. The real goal of ASIC is to tape-out at 

theright time without any design constraints. Optimization of timing and minimizing IR drop in VLSI is 

essential to meet these challenges. This paper proposes improved implementation techniques to overcome 

Timing and IR-drop challenges which can be applied on each stage of Place and Route flow in ASIC design. 

The proposed methodologies can be implemented in any existing physical design flow to achieve the target. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

As the Technology scaling is happening 

rapidly, there are areas in the Physical design 

where we need to concentrate more to avoid 

chip breakdown. With the trend of smaller 

process nodes, to achieve design closure 

becomes quite challenging.
[2] 

Detection, 

analysis and removing the issues is a critical 

job, especially in early stage of the design. In 

recent studies, it has been reported that while 

focusing on low power IC design, performance 

of chip is getting badly affected. Couple of 

such issues arises when important areas are 

overlooked that include Targeting Critical 

nodes, which causes timing critical violations 

and voltages (IR) drops occurrences in the 

design. 
[4]

As each stage in the physical design 

has its own set of challenges and every stage 

depends on previous stage’s yield generated at 

physical verification closure. The existing 

techniques are not beneficial enough to meet 

these checks. 

In this paper, section I will discuss about 

timing closure constraints and section II will 

discuss about how conventional methods are 

failing to reduce IR drop hotspots. In section I, 

an improved timing optimization technique is 

proposed whose purpose is to focus more on 

critical nodes after Post Route stage and 

optimize them by providing worst negative 

slack (WNS), area, power, maximum transition 

violation improvements with minimum 

disturbance to design’s routing. 

In section II, an improved IRdrop optimized 

technique is proposed to reduce the IR drop 

hotspots and Dynamic IR drop related 

challenges. Its purpose is to add more stripes to 

reduce the resistances of the existing power 

grid which are causing higher IRdrops. Proper 

analysis and optimization of functional blocks 

is done after each stage of Physical design 

flow, has shown in this paper. This work 

concentrates on overcoming all the challenges 
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during tape out of the design to meet the final 

Sign-off checks. 

2. LITERATURESURVEY 

Physical design is involved in improving 

several parameters such as timing, power, 

area, signal integrity, reliability, etc. And 

while improving these parameters, they show 

some negative impact on timing. Timing 

violation is hard to identify during initial 

stages of the design, which later during tape-

out creates real violations. This can 

eventually cause poor performance during 

functionality of IC. 
[6]

 

According to Moore’s Law, the number of 

transistors is increasing exponentially with 

release of every latest IC design, 

computational complexity of timing closure is 

also increasing. 

Before starting the optimization experiment, 

the basic unit is to understand the overall 

structure of the functional unit block. In the 

design, we need to identify the power-hungry 

area and the timing critical path. Sometimes 

the timing critical path can also lead to 

increased power. Once the circuit is analyzed, 

we need to understand how to optimize power 

and timing, and how to use various methods 

to converge timing and power gain. To get 

high quality performance from the design, it 

is necessary to make sure that various 

optimization techniques used to achieve 

timing convergence and gain power, should 

not have any negative impact on the overall 

efficiency of the design.
[7]

 

With the increase in clock frequency, 

duration of signal transmission decreases and 

hence it fails to meet timing constraints of the 

design. In advanced technology nodes for 

achieving low power consumption, some 

important techniques like clock Gating, multi-

threshold voltage, power domains etc. are 

also used. Hence as a result it creates conflict 

between the trade-offs of the timing 

constraints.
 [10]

 

Due to Dynamic IR drop, robustness caused 

by the power when it is distributed to the chip 

and can also effect timing closures by using 

switching patterns.
[11]

 Rising IR drop on clock 

and/or on the data paths leads to timing 

violations. During at-speed scan testing, 

excessive switching activity causes huge 

current flow on power/ground network and 

increasing IR drop ,as a result gives rise to 

timing failure of the chip.
 [12]

 

 3. METHODOLOGY 

A. Optimization of Targeted Critical 

nodes in the design 

The purpose of this optimization technique 

is to concentrate only on the critical nodes 

specified in a text file provided by the user, 

which will be fed to the tool for its 

reference to apply optimization to only 

those nodes that have been provided. User 

should create a text file specifying only 

those selected nodes which are creating 

timing critical violations in the design. 
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Figure 1: Critical nodes 

 
Critical node is basically a node through which 

output of a gate is shared with two other gates 

simultaneously, making those paths setup and 

hold critical. 

Node selection is done by referencing instances, 

nets, and paths involving critical nodes to pass 

to the software through text file to be optimized 

directly. The below flows will help figure out 

how the selection of critical nodes is done and 

how the critical nodes can be optimized. 

In the above flow, the block inside the red 

dotted line refers to the things done by EDA tool 

internally, so provided blocks outside the dotted 

lines hould bed one by the user and invoke it to 

the tool again. Selecting critical nodes is based 

on two operations one is Checking Placement 

and second one is checking DRC. These two 

operations will give us a good idea about nodes 

which are violated and needs immediate fixing. 

 

 
 

Figure 2: Critical node selection 
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Target based text file will contain the following information which is concluded from the two operations 

done. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3: Optimizing targeted critical nodes 

 

 
Targeted text file is now fed to the Giga Opt 

Constraints Generator which sets priority to the 

nodes in the file followed by refining the nodes 

with respect to the congestion as well. Later 

sent to the GigaOpt Eco routing which uses 

Nano Route to perform global and detailed 

routing which adjusts the setup and hold 

timings of the nets causing nodes to clear out 

of criticality. 

B. Detection and optimization of IR drop 

On deep sub-micron CMOS technologies, the 

problem after voltage (IR) drop on the power 

rails becomes significant. Static IR drop occurs 

when constant current flows through poor 

network with varying resistance. In other 

words, Static IR drop occurs when circuit is not 

in steady state. Unlike static IR drop, Dynamic 

IR drop depends on switching rates of 

instances. 

Conventional IR drop analysis used to generate 

higher Dynamic IR drop at the sign-off stage 

and hence failed to meet the demand of 

accuracy and reliability from advanced process 

nodes. To increase speed in design, timing 

closure and IR drop hotspot mitigation is 

essential. The main motto is to minimize IR 

drop by identifying the hotspots where huge 

drop of voltage occurs which is more than 

threshold of an IC at early stage to prevent 

from achieving the targeted performance. 

Traditionally, when IR-drop gets detected 

during tape out, the flow would be returned 

back to the implementation stages where 

iterations were done again to fix the issues. By 

introducing, detection of IR-drop ECO flow, 

sign-off clean can be achieved. 

By applying Cell Spreading and cell padding 

technique on the design, most of the violations 

are addressed and can be fixed, but still some 

violations are left out which further creates IR 

drop hotspots. 

First, user needs to identify the hotspots. Then, 

PG patterns are applied on that blocks. These 

patterns are specified and controlled by the 

user.  
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The construction of pattern would be done as shown below: 

 

 
 

PG patterns should consist of several elementary groups such as different metal layer ranging 

from M0 to M15, nets, etc. specified by pattern name and file. For our design, we used M0 to 

M5 for power planning. 

 
 

Figure 4: Insertion of Power Grid stripes flow 

 

In the above flow, as it is shown, when the 

design is fully placed, after post CTS and 

post Route stage the power calculations 

will be done. Using leakage power, the 

static IR analysis is done. While doing 

Static IR drop analysis, it will detect the 

violations and will try to eliminate and fix 

them by inserting power grids from the 

patterns that are defined by users according 

to the design. During dynamic IR drop 

analysis, user needs to check whether there 

are critical violations. If yes, then they need 

to first identify all those grids which are 

causing more IR drop. At this stage, 

violation soccer mostly due to increase via 

layers stacking to fix some of these 

violations. By generating Resistance of 

Least Resistive Path (RLRP) report, 
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suitable metal layer can be chosen to 

achieve least IR drop. This will help to 

distribute the power on the network 

efficiently. Once violations are fixed, user 

can proceed for ECO routing. 

After post route stage, to meet the IR drop 

margin by eliminating all the real 

violations remains a complex task. Some 

remaining violations will finally affect 

timing paths during sign-off checks. This is 

the time when user should trace out the 

sensitive paths which can be the real 

reasons for remaining violations. STA will 

help to identify those critical paths that are 

caused by the cells/instances which are 

sensitive to power, voltage, resistance, 

timing and user-defined paths. This 

analysis will be performed by conventional 

VDD Margin on cells. In this flow, the 

software is aware of the delays along the 

path and the delays of the path which are in 

the neighborhood. It creates switching 

scenarios that are sensitive to timing slack 

and critical timing path. It identifies 

proximity aggressors around voltage and 

critical sensitive instances based on PG 

resistance and timing analysis. 

 

 

 
Figure 5: Optimization of IR-sensitive ECO flow 

 

So, this analysis will be done as follows: 

i. User needs to load the input 

designdatabase. 

ii. Then needs to detect the timing 

violated criticalpaths. 

iii. During IR drop analysis, it is 

necessary to report the IR drop 

hotspots and the worst violated victims 

and aggressornets. 

iv. Then here, ECO optimization will be 

done. To fix setup and hold violations, 

resizing of cells and their aggressors, 

buffer insertion or deletion, swapping 

of cells are performed in ECO 

fixingstage. 

v. Finally, it will recheck for criticalpaths. 

vi. Then software will create a database to 

store the fix IR- awaretiming. 
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4. RESULTS 

 
C. Optimization of Targeted Critical nodes in 

the design 

 

Table I lists important parameters of timing 

analysis like WNS, TNS for setup and hold 

modes, which clearly states that the design has 

lots of timing critical nets and paths, which 

needed to be optimized for the design to pass 

timing closure. 

 
 

Table I: Timing Optimization in the design before using Targeted Optimization 

 

So, after applying Targeted optimization Table II shows results much more sophisticated compared to 

Table I where timing is satisfied to an extinct where design can pass timing closure. 

Table II. Timing Optimization in the design after using Targeted Optimization 

 
 

 
 

Figure 6: Comparison of Timing Optimization 
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The graph (Figure 6.) shown below 

illustrates the curve of optimization before 

and after targeted Optimization. Less WNS 

with lesser critical nodes is an optimized 

design after applying Targeted 

Optimization. 

The critical nodes on Y-Axis are obtained 

from the design by referencing to the 

instances, paths and critical nets. 

D. Detection and optimization of IR drop 
 

 

Figure 7: IR drop hotspots in the design 

 
Clearly Figure 7 shows that huge IR Drop 

represents red colored hotspots over 

standard cell area. As IR drop is more i.e., 

voltage supplied to the standard cells is not 

100 % due to drop, which makes the 

standard cells to establish output slowly 

due to reduced voltage supply. As output 

establishment is delayed, this affects the 

timing of those IR drop paths as well. 

Causing timing violations in the design 

establishing WNS and path violations 

leading to chip failure. To fix Static IR 

drop, we add more parallel Metal 5 (M5) 

layers. The purpose of adding more metal 

5 layers is to reduce the resistivity of cell 

instance that restricts the flow of current 

towards the voltage supply. To fix dynamic 

IR drop, we added DECAP (Decoupling 

Capacitors) Cells. These are added in 

parallel to the standard cells for reducing 

IR drop. The capacitor acts as power 

storage units. These are temporary 

capacitors which are added in the design 

between power and ground rails to counter 

the functional failure due to Dynamic IR 

drop. 
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Table III: IR drop Analysis based on Critical Instances 

 
 

Table IV: IR drop Improvement after applying PG pattern and ECO Optimization 

 

 

 

 

 

From the above two tables, it is analyzed 

that violated instances have been reduced 

from 2686 to 814 after applying PG metal 

stripes, and further violations decreased to 

242 after STA ECO optimization. It has 

been observed that addition of metal 

layers on power grids are improving 

WNS and a negligible change to TNsS 

whereas after ECO optimization, timing is 

not getting impacted. 

 

 

Figure 8: Comparison of IR drop optimization 
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Above graph demonstrates with the 

decrease of critical instances by utilizing 

user-defined pattern and ECO 

optimization, violations are fixed at high 

rate. 
E. Runtime Comparison 

 

Table V shows the runtime of the design 

with and without Targeted Optimization. 

The experiments are run on Cadence In 

novus Stylus. Targeted Optimization with 

text file took 50 secs to parse the data. 

The Post route Optimization step without 

Targeted OPT is direct optimization of 

design by considering all the nodes to be 

critical and trying to optimize the setup 

and hold timing, so it scans all the nodes 

in the design to find critical nodes which 

takes moretimei.e.,9mins.But with 

Targeted OPT we’ll be providing the 

critical nodes through text file, so the tool 

need not to search again for nodes as we 

are already 

providing,hencetimeislessi.e.4mins.Theen

tirerun time of designs is also mentioned 

in the table. 

 

Table V: Runtime Comparison 

 

5. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, sign-off issues due to critical 

nodes, IR drop were addressed and provided 

with a possible and efficient solution. 

Approaches through a set of techniques for 

analyzing and fixing the violations as adopted in 

our design is beneficial for robustness of power 

grid. Also, we have discussed how violated 

timing paths can cause more IR drop, which 

later fails to meets ign-off checks. The flow is 

also beneficial for reducing runtime, and 

simultaneously increasing accuracy and speed. 
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